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The Mullein
ALLYN WOOD

whorl. The girl and her mother watched
breathlessly until the room was black;

She had been seriously ill. For a few
days it made no difference that it was
autumn, one of the most beautiful that
she might know. She stayed in the front
room on a cot with an abundance of cool
pillows.
The door remained open, for
there was a kind of claustrophobia while
she scarcely breathed; by lack of oxygen
all other
capacity
for emotion
was
suspended, and with forced objectively she
contemplated the ensuing question, Does
cessation of breathing end all emotion?
Yet gradually she grew better, and happy,
and carefree. Closing her eyes and lying
back in the pillows, listening, she heard

even then they could feel the power of the
rnullein.
She began to lie awake at night, and
she grew much better.
When only they
alone were awake, in the hours of the
threshold of time, and the vague thunder
of the city was silent, she jotted notes in
a book which were almost unreadable by
day.
A cricket sings of eons lingering. Out
of the wet air the song of trains . . . oh
marvelous slumber-song! Earth moves toward morning under my hand . . .
It seemed to her that she was being taught
by the plant something still indefinable

sounds impressionistic
of spring.
She
transformed autumn into spring at will;
and as the air like soft rain-water cooled

and inherent.

her wrists, she felt that she was rising out,
of the earth.
One day her mother came in with a
pot containing a large mullein which she
had dug up from the lawn. "Here," she
said, placing it on a stand near the cot.
It was monumental, heroic size-with
an
air of reserve. Fascinated, the girl gazed
at its velutinous whorl, from the lowest
wheel of wide spatulate leaves, coarsened
by drifted soil, to the close white-furred
rosette, its meridian, holder of the secret
dewdrop.
Evening

came

and

cool combers

of

nightwind through the open door. Day
began for the mullein: day of noctuids,
sphinx, and hawk-moth; for though it was
not now in bloom, to night it remained
companion,
presence,
and held salon.
Deliberately the leaves began to move,
upward, sideways, inward, creating new
angles with one another, each leaf singly
sentient and informed of its relation to the

II.
She woke thirsty. She rose and floated
a few steps to the transparent bottle in
which water glowed cooly moonlit. She
felt unsolid, yet strong. In her mind she
saw herself modeled in minute black
particles suspended in moonlight.
When
she moved, they shifted evenly. She felt
just a bit like laughing but was up where
the trick is unknown.
She poured water
into a glass and drank. Water in the moonlight ...
or was it water in the streetlight, water in the street-light?
Tensely
tranquil.

Tilting her head, she knew that

it was a rind filled with particles in suspension, coiled and

glistening

shavings-she

made a silent serious laugh-and

as the

liquid of the suspension shifted, her body
swayed to and fro.
She turned

-
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back elastica lly, stretched

to bed, snapped under the covers, crouched
there suddenly, shivering.
Next morning she grabbed her notebook and wrote what she Could remember
of faintness, exploring its significance. The
mUllein slept. Magnetically her attention
tUrned to it; the bottom whorl of large
flat leaves had dried and become grey. It
looked unwell.
I have experienced pure existence
without whys, without clues! Conscious
almost without thought, like a plant . . .
The sensations
are unreasonable,
yet
OCcurred for some reason. Fantasy must
be some kind of reality . . .
Her mother brought breakfast on a
tray. Afterward it was more difficult to
recall the other reality.
she studied the muuetn.

QUestioningty

III.
It was dying. Now, even as it dried,
the great plant radiated a power which
was unmistakable.
As the girl gained
strength, the whorls detached, circle after
circle; as she returned to the reality that
claimed her, the mullein, to a lesser degree,
became merely a biennial completing its
second year.
They
who had
shared
herbacious
leisure,
who had ventured
motionlessly into night, to one of whom
pure

existence

was

other

an experience

its

dignity,

the few remaining
secret drop.

the

of weakness-what,

finally, is the secret of them?
she poured water

to

Hopefully

into- the pot, separated
leaves

to restore

the

Rabbitries
ALLYN

The girl in the car drove slowly out
of the city. She crossed train tracks with
a leap of the heart, fOllowing the straight
line which was the street and then the
highway. By its outer edges will the city
be known by those who arrive and depart,
will it be loved by those who can love, with
fatalistic wonder, their creation!
As she
passed by the monstrous grain-elevators,
it began to snow, great dry flakes falling
slowly and sparely from a sombre sky.
She put back her head and worshipped.
Following the invisible sun southwestward
across rolling country, she turned from the
highway to a rutted road. School was out
and children flew before her like snowbirds, ducking into houses and running
across fields of winter wheat to houses far,
running through grey-lemon air to catch
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the snow that fell into the frosty furrows
forever, disappearing.
The girl began to look for a particular
house. Soon she recognized it by the long
outdoor hutch behind the bungalow; a door
flung open.
"Come in and make yourself at home!"
welcomed the farmer's wife (and potbellied stove in the parlor).
"I've bread
baking in the kitchen, but Henry will be
in in a moment."
The girl stOod alone
before the stove; the yeasty room, fliCker_
Ing with flame-light from a hUndred mica
windows, seemed to expand with a SPOngy
sizzle like hot bread. The farmer entered,
shouldering a basket of kindling.
"Afternoon, ma'am; I can show You
the rabbits now. Looks like we're in for
the first snow."

-4-

It was the usual rabbitry, or two-story
rabbit apartment house under a roof; each
rabbit fitting snugly into its own compartment, bedded down with alfalfa, and staring vitreously through the wire at its
neighbor. As they approached, the silence
was broken by a stamp, one of those
strange definite thuds that an indignant
rabbit makes with the flat of its hind foot,
without revealing itself by any apparent

movement or change of expression.
She went down the line of hutches,
then back and forth as the farmer followed
making inconsequential talk. She dropped
onto her knees on the frosted ground to
see the occupants of the lower floor; she
grew wild and excited and heard the
farmer
no
longer.
Rabbits!
Rabbits!
Allons, enfants de Ia foret, Ie jour de gloire
est arrive! Which one to choose? 0 gipsy
tribe, rhapsodic, independent, intoxicating,
individual-from
the dusk of each compartment, two sparks met the tinder of her
soul. How long it had been since she had
known rabbits!
With a sudden intake of
breath, looking up, she thought of setting
all the rabbits loose: across the hoary
fields, Checkered Giants, Belgian hares,
New Zealand Reds, great white rabbits
with alfalfa-yellowed
feet, a legion hopping, hopping-across
the hoary fieldstoward the thin and dark and mystic
woods against the dusk, their sombre
haven.
She felt that she was going to
cry with the love of those woods; she
pressed both hands against the cold earth,
which was like extending them to the
warmth of a hearth.
Her eyes swam,
washing pale bars of lemon and orange
<'cross the sky. Through her hands night
rose to meet the snow. What is that music
in the stillness, that continuous universal
tinkling in the whole sky?
Silence?

Winter silence.

restless sleepers beneath

Winter silence.
Breath of rivers,
blue ice; song of

woods in windless air, song of weed-stem
bent in two, making music through its hollow body; music of dry leaves cupped for
snow, rocking cradles of sleeping seed
and insect; the world whispering a vast
berceuse.
The music passed through her
body bent to the ground. Tinkling crash
of snowflakes was in her ears; and then
she opened her eyes and was looking into
q rabbit's eyes in the darkening hutch.
The farmer had left her and was
working at his chores nearby.
"This is the one I'd like to have," she
said, showing him a thin young Belgian
hare. He lifted it into the hamper she had
brought, which they carried by the handles
back to the car. While the transaction was
being completed, the girl stood again before
the stove, beginning to shiver.
Like the
hundred mica windows of the stove would
be the windows of the city when she
returned-where
already it was tea-time,
as it was supper-time in the country.
As
she drove under the lariat of power wires
that holds the city in bounds, the roads
became jammed with traffic and lights; in
chaotic gusts the snow was driven between,
becoming a moving mesh outside the glass.
She left the car, with the hamper in
it, and went up into one of the buildings.
Tea was being served by candlelight to a
dim crowd. She was led to the usual little
table against the wall.
Tea came, and
impeccable hands offered a tray of cakes
for her choice; at a word the impeccable
fingers holding the silver tongs descended
into the cakes and removed one, two.

**Ij:*:j:***
Do you recall the silence which is
many sounds? Were you an eavesdropper
on the world once, long ago? She heard
the result of that final inbreeding of conversation,
with

which

terrible

begets

ennui;

the sterile

she heard

and birth, illness and death measured
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voice

marriage
out

like sugar into their

tea.

In their

little
there, very dim.

lighted hutches they sat nibbling, nibbling,
staring at each other without expression.

She lingered until the tea-bag squeezed
out its last potion of pale alfalfa-water.
Was it still snowing out? "And miles to
£~obefore I sleep ... " trickled through her
mind as she rose, threw on her coat, obeying an impulse to be gone at once to
reunion with the Belgian hare that waited
in the car.
"And miles to go before I
sleep."

They came and wem. to whom had they
been sold?
Out of the hutch into the
hamper. Over the cup's rim she searched
for a glint and spark in the eyes, the hidden independence, for a sign that from
under one of those table-Cloths might
resound a mUffled thud.
The spark Was

The Locks
ALLYN

"Little Jason, you run out now. I got
house-cleaning to do, and then I got a little
boy to clean up, for tomorrow yOU begin
going to school, little Jason!"
He came out into the sun. Spice of
wood-dust hung over the line of shanties
following the canal; it was the dust of
their houses baking on the bare packed
bank that scarcely lifted above the water
Waiting passively
behind
the
bridge.
Sometimes little clapping water-hands beat
against the iron doors of the locks beneath
the bridge, beat against the concrete sides
of the bridge, beat, clapped, despaired, and
fell. Brown and oily and dusty, the water
lay with a strange subservient
beauty
behind the locks, mOving round and round
ever so slowly, as if it must remember
motion while it waited.
Children were playing not far off, but
Jason preferred to lie alone and watch the
locks. He looked across to the other bank,
which rose steeper to a strip where chicory
and smoke-stacks loomed equal against a
flat sky without perspective.
Somewhere
beyond was school: tomorrow he would
cross the bridge, crack the sky like an
eggshell, and learn everything that people

WOOD

knew.
He wondered if water were not
Piling up behind the locks as he watched,
until one day it would have to overflow,
and the locks would have to open. He
thought of a great Being looking down on
them, waiting until a momentous instant
to open the locks. Perhaps when he crossed
the bridge tomorrow, gOing to school . . .
From one of the houses, old, old Mrs.
SWink emerged with her basket of washing
and began to hang it, jerking up and down
on malnourished bones. How many times
had they opened in her life? He knew
because he had asked her, and she had
said "Many, many times." He could hear
the iron doors grating Open to receive Mrs.
SWink gliding through again and again,
never different.
Mrs. SWink was time,
like the sun and the clock and the factory_
shrill; shc had turned mauve with time,
like all ancient bottle.
In che warm afternoon,
the lOcks
remained inexorably cold, in shadow. A
fishy exhalation spread, chilling Jason and
disturbing a memory from his Own short
life.
All the women from the shanties
clustered in the wind-strange
calyx of
patterned aprons-in
attitudes of cold and

fear and protection; and as a winter night
drew down, the old men and children built
a huge bonfire on the barren ground, to
warm the others in the boats who were
dredging for Mr. Kindred.
Mrs. Kindred
stood very still in the women's midst; all
she said was, "He told me he was going to

the locks; the pent water rushed noiselessly on; Mr. Kindred was never found.
Jason rose and began to collect pebbles. He would take them to Uncle Job
who called them "min'rils."
Uncle Job
always said, "Look here now! You been
picking up quartz again. Don't you know
that's the commonest min'ril in the world?

fish from the bridge.
He told me . . ."
which she said so often that gradually her
voice became filamentous, and a sigh and

But you're right, too, little Jason, it's not
less beautiful for being common."
He

shiver went through the others like wind
through winter weeds.
Everyone knew

stuffed his pockets with warm crystals
and pieces marbled brown and pink. He

that he had slid deliberately
into
water; yet it was scarcely breathed,

the
for

did not see his mother come out on the
porch behind him.
For a moment she

a special

seemed to lean against the last sunlight,
resting her arms; then she called

had

not

the

tragedy

silence on them

all?

imposed

His family

needed

the insurance money, small as it was, more
than he had thought it needed him.
Jason

did not quite

Little

understand.

That day the Great Being had opened

"Little Jason,
clean you up!"

come here!

Time

to

He broke into a wide smile. Tomorrow
he would cross the bridge over the locks
alone, going to school.
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Stormy VVeather
TOM

BECKWll'H

"Life is bare, there's gloom an' misery
ev'rywhere,
Stormy weather;
Since my man an' I ain't together,
Keeps rainin' all the time."
Kay finished her song and stepped
slowly from the platform. She made her
way through the dancing couples to a table
where Brad, manager of the Green Palace,
and Flossie, taxi dancer, sat, talking over
two drinks.
Kay sat down and lit her
cigarette, watching the smoke drift about
her.
Flossie exchanged a quick glance
with Brad. Neither of the three occupants
at the table spoke for a few moments.
Finally Brad, getting up from his chair
placed his hand upon Kay's shoulder.
"Kay, if you don't want to stay here
tonight and sing, it's jake with me. You
can go home if you want."
"No Brad. I'll stay.
wanta be here tonight."

I wanta

stay.

I

"Sure baby.
You stay here if you
want. I'll have Joe bring over a couple
drinks. That'll help a little. Flossie, you
watch her."
"I'll
right."

be all right

Brad.

I'll

be all

Brad left the table and walked towards
the bar. The two girls remained.
There
was a dead silence. Then Flossie asked,
"You wanta talk honey. It might help.
I'm a good list'ner."
Kay gazed, rather absently, at FlOSSie,
and pressed her Cigarette hard into the
tray.
"Talkin' might help to make ya forget
some of the pain."
"There's no pain Floss. There's nothin'
now."

"Sure honey I know,"

Joe-the
bartender-approached
the
table and placed two drinks in front of
the girls. He took hold of Kays hand.
"We'll all miss him Kay. All of us."
Kay smiled sweetly at the old man,
then turned again to Flossie.
"Ya know, Floss, Sam an' I first n1et
here.
Here in the 'Palace.'
He'd jUst
co-ne in off a road job, an' I was singin'_
singin' Storms) Weather.
From then on
we made that our song. Funny how people
have songs which seem to hold 'em closer
together.
That's how our song was, an'
that's how Sam and I were. Some folks
might think it too silly. They might even
think Sam an' I were silly, but we never
cared. We had each other an' that's aU
that ever mattered.
When you got sorne
man to love you an' you love him that's
all there ever needs to be, an' that's how
we were. We used to sit here in the dark_
remember Floss?-long
after the placed
closed an' just hold hands, an' have a few
drinks.
Sam was a great one for that
but it never gave him no trouble.
Me, ~
could just take one. Maybe a man's sup_
posed to be better than a woman anYWay.
Yeah we'd just sit here for hours. Neither
of us spoke for a long time an' then he'd
turn to me an' put his arm aroun' me ti h
.
g t
like an' whispcr-Icinda
blowin' the h .
alr
from my ear,
'You're my gal, Kay. There's no
'
011e
"Sa m was sweet with wor'"
qS an'
knew when to say things to mak.
happy. That means a lot. It did toe 1l"l1e
I could never think of the right thin
"l1e.
gs to
say, but he knew what I thought. An' th
when he'd be out on one of his jobs I
en
,
aroun' here kmda
dazed an ,Went
rememb
.
erIn'
the things he'd said to me before. 'l:'
hat
but you'.
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kept me goin' when we were apart. Whenever I got too lonely I'd start to sing our
song an' that brought him closer to me.
Then after a few days-always right aroun'
midnight-he'd
come back.
He always
seemed to get here right when I was singiri'
our song. He like that. I know he did.
We'd go back in the room behind the barBrad never cared-an'
he'd be first to say,
'I missed you baby. Had a helluva time
out there workin' an' thinkin' of you back
here.
I'm your man, Kay. I love you,
baby'."
"That's all he ever needed to sayan'
he knew it. Ever'one liked Sam an' that
made it all right too. Folks'd say when
we walked by, 'There goes Sammy an' his
gal.

Atta boy, Sam.' "

"His gal. Yeah 1 really was. I guess
in the life of every woman there's just one
man an' Sam's mine. We both never had
much, never really wanted too much-just
each other.
Ya can't measure love by
money an' that kinda things. It just hits
ya an' nothin' you can do 'bout it.
Ya
don't stop to ask questions either. Ya take
hold an' try to get all there is to be had
'cause it only happens once. I guess I was
lucky to find Sam so soon an' I thank God
1 had him even though it was for a short
time."
"I been to see him every day at the
jailhouse.
We don't talk much. Just sit
an' look at each other. We never need to
hash words. Sam an' I are that way. Ever
since the trial 1 been worryin' an' wonderin' what if he'd change, but he ain't
changed none at all. He's still Sam, my
'stormy weather' Sarno He never meant to
kill. He wasn't that kinda man. He had
all he wanted.
He had me an' a good
woman who really loves her man is 'nough
then they call him 'murderer'.
What right
for any guy. Somethin' said, a fight, an'
has anyone to call Sam that'! They don't

know him. There musta been a good reason. He WOUldn't tell me why he killed.
Kept sayin', 'Believe me baby I didn't
mean to bring you no sorrow. I love ya
too much for that. I love ya baby, I love
ya.' "
"I
what
They
from

never asked no more. Sam knows
he's doin', but the rest of 'em don't.
ain't got no right to take my man
me. I only had him for such a short
time,
Anyway at midnight Sam will pay
for his crime, but why must we both pay?
I guess I'm lucky though, Floss. At least
I'll have my memories. The best memories
any gal can ask for."
Kay lit another cigarette and left her
chair.
"Thanks for list'nin' Floss. You're the
best," she called back to the girl who satnow alone-at
the table vainly trying to
hold back her tears.
The girl with the cigarette and wearing the low cut black dress made her way
to the bar where Brad and a policeman
were talking.
Brad saw Kay and called
out, "Oh Kay this fellow here has a note
from Sam. He wanted you to have it before-he wanted you to have it."
The girl took the note, unfolded it and
read the two sentences which were written
in untidy manner upon the paper,
"Sing it Kay for your man. I miss
you baby."
Kay again made her way through the
dancing couples. The large clock above
the bar began to ring midnight. She whispered the number to be played to the conductor of the foul' piece jazz orchestra and
walked to the front of the platform .. She
stood there motionless for a few moments,
until the clock read one minute after
twelve, then turning to the conductor she
called out,
"An' play it good an' loud Slim. I
gotta man out front wants to hear this."
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Une Belle Jour En Normandie
DAVIn

CRAIG

Z-Z-Z-Z-Z_Z_Z_ WIiAlVI_M-M-m -m-m.
"Damn

the J erries!

com in' too close."

Those 88's are

they left a few bloated dead b 0 diie s behind.
The stench from these now clung to everything with nauseating tenacity.

The two soldiers lYing on their bellies
in the slit trench tried desperately to burrow their bodies deeper in the slime. Bits
of wet grass and broken tWigs were imbedded in the Oozing mire which covered
their helmets, raincoats, leggings and clod
hoppers, giving them the protective color_
ing of their mUddy surroundings.

Lieutenant
Wagger walked from hole
to hole, stepping Over cadavers WI
lthout a
trace of fear in hIS
. bearing,
.
A short,
stocky officer from Florida, he was unpe~tUrbed in the face of danger and impervious to the vicious BB's. Behind his twoweeks old beard his face still wore that
"Southern Comfort" look which always
reassured his men. His raincoat was torn

It Was 0600 hours.
The rain carne
down in a dreary drizzle, coating the green
of June with gray. The fields of Normandy
Were blocked off in large rectangles formed
by thick, straight rows of hedges mounted
on four foot walls of earth with an occa,
Sional tree towering over the line.
In
peace time these Were the hedge rows that
separated les Petites pois from te» haricots
verdes, and distinguished one peasant's
land from the other's.
In war time the
same hedge rows Were Used to conceal
German men and gUns from American
men and guns.

can
and
two
hole
dirt

All along the hedge row on the Ameri_
side slit trenches, just deep enOugh
wide enough to cradle the bodies of
men, lay about five yards apart. Each
was like a freshly dug grave with the
stacked up around it ready to cover

the Coffin. The soldiers had propped their
guns against the section of hedge nearest
their trench, and covered them with their
field jackets to keep them dry. They had
been there all night trying to sleep When
the 8B's began to Scorch the air over their
heads at 0600 hours.
Two days before, Germans had occup_
ied some of these same trenches.
When
they fled before the pursuing

Americans,

and muddy. The rain formed little r'Ivulets
on the rubber surface, washing away the
dirt and leaVing Shiny streaks in its place.
He sqUatted by each trench for a few
seConds and Whispered, "Get ready for the
attack.
We jump off in ten minutes."
Out of the mUddy earth, dozens of
grotesque figures rase slowly from their
holes to a kneeling POsition, ears alert for
the deadly Whistle of the BB. Sluggishly
they brUShed themselVes off and rearranged
their eqUipment, rUnning a rain-soaked
Sleeve across the bandOliers of ammunition,
remOVing the protective
tape from their
hand-grenades, and fiXing dull bayonets
to their lVI-I rifles.
The day'S SUPPly of C rations had not
been brOught up to the front and the
hungry men fUmbled in their packets for
chocolate D-bars.
A few lit Cigarettes
that had been protected from the rain by
water-proof saCks. They sat down, wair.,
ing tensely for the Signal, calling uPon
God to damn the Weather. In the middle
of the hedge row Wagger crOUched, serene
as BUddha, giVing last minute instructions
to the N. C. O's,
The whistle!!!
grOund just thirty

-10-

An 8B tore into the
feet frOm the group.

Every man flattened
himself
but the
,Lieutenant who sat immobile and immune
until the blast faded away. Then he completed his instructions with nerveless calm.
The N. C. O's. got to their feet and
the squads lined up five yards apart.
A
hand signal passed from man to man. At
the front end of the line a few men jumped
through the hedge row and ran crouching
along the other side. Each squad leader
Was followed by what was left of his men.
The peace of Normandy was blasted
by a heavy volley of rifle fire. The staccato
notes of machine guns added to the awful
din.
Shells from the 88's crashed all
around, throwing dirt and jagged fragments of steel in all directions.
,The
running men heard the muffled pop of
mortar shells set off in the distance.
Two
dropped to the ground and lay lifeless,
but no one stopped.
Mortar shells came
down with the rain, shattering helmets and
flesh and strewing pieces of things over
the soggy ground. Medics followed in the
rear of the attackers.
They paused to lean
down and turn over certain muddy heaps
... and then shoved on.

Now the 88's and mortars which were
bursting in back of the men ceased abruptly. The Americans were so close to the
Jerries that long range fire from the Germans would have hit their own men.
Fierce firing from the small arms mounted
steadily.
The Americans piled into the
opposite hedge row, firing wildly through
it at the retreating Jerries.
Then all was
quiet again except for the clicking of
equipment and the gutteral groans of the
wounded and dying.
There was a final
round of small arms fire. The Jerries had
disappeared.
The rain drizzled on.
The men sat down exhausted, wiping
the sweat and rain from their dirty faces,
and panting heavily for breath. Someone
started to dig a fresh slit trench in the
mud by the newly captured hedge row.
One by one the others loosened their
shovels from their water-soaked
belts.
After a few minutes the lull was broken
by the deadly whistle.
"Here they come again. Dig faster."
z-z-z-z-z-Z-Z-Z-Z-z-z-z-z-z"Oh, brother, this one's mine!"
WHAM-m-l11-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-

The Hand Of Fate
MURIEL

Anita Colby ripped open the yellow
envelope in her hand and devoured its
message in one hasty glance.
"Jan!" she
screamed. "Jan! You'll never guess what!"
Her roommate
emerged
from
the
depths of a wardrobe trunk long enough
for a curious "What's up?"
A second time Anita scanned the'
Words, then fell back on the bed with 'a
groan. "What do I do now? Oh-wait
till
you hear."

HOLLAND

"Your

bank

account's

overdrawn

again," Jan stated, and she leaned over
the trunk once again.
"No, nothing so simple as that."
"Bill got shore-leave and married a
geisha girl."
"I don't see how you can joke at a time
like this. What'll I ever do?" and Anita
rolled over and buried her head under a
pillow.
The odor of moth balls filled the small
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room as Jan shook them out of a sweater.
She folded it, placed it on the mounting
pile of brightly colored sweaters, then sat
down next to Anita.
"If it's that bad
you'd better tell me," she said. "C'mongive."

The

only

promptly

ideas

that

rejected.

came

to

her

she

She couldn't break the

date with Don because that would blackball her for future dating in his fraternity.
Neither could she tell Bill she was sick
and then go to the dance with Don since
Bill would certainly hear of it.

The dramatic effect of the announcement was smothered in the pillow. "Bill
isn't in Japan anymore-he's
on his way
home. Bill will be here Saturday in time
for the dance."

She simply had to go to the dance;
especially since she had braved the fierce
chow dog at the gate and two cases of

"For the Homecoming dance? Nita!"
cried Jan. "But you already have a date
with-"

have a new formal fitted.
That same
formal was hanging in a cellophane bag

measles

Jan shook her head. "It wouldn't be
so bad if he didn't think you were practically engaged. Your double life sure gets
you into some of the Worst messes," she
said.

Jan sighed and shrugged her shoulders.
It was Tuesday when Anita received
Bill's wire, and by Friday afternoon she
was no nearer to a solution to her problem.

house to

"It certainly is," said Jan tartly from
the other side of the room.
"That's one
time you showed some sense. Some day
these fellows are all going to get together,
and then watch the fur fly!"

"I know it."

Anita shuddered.
She caught sight of
the clock on the desk, its hands POinting
to three minutes after four o'clock. "Say,
I'm late for class," she exclaimed.
"I've
already cut twice so I guess I'd better go
this time.
Try to think of something!"
The latter she called over her shoulder as
she dashed out the door.

the dressmaker's

in the closet now like a soft pink shadow.
The afternoon sunlight shone warmly
into the room where A~ita was trying to
concentrate on The Merchant
of Venice.
Some how or other the casket story kept
getting confused with the dance.
That
Portia didn't realize what a lucky girl she
was to have her father and Fate decide her
future for her. "It's a good thing I didn't
take Dan's pin last Saturday," she remarked suddenly.

"With Don Hartman.
What'U I ever
do?" wailed Anita for the third time as
she pulled herself limply to a sitting position. "Of COurse I've been wanting him
to Come home, but why did it have to be
this week-end?
It always turns out so
beautifully for them."
She shot a bitter
look at the "Back Home for Keeps" pictures tacked on the wall.

"Not that I'm one to say 'I told yOU
so'," she continued, "But I told vou so.
You should be glad there's only one of
them coming home."

inside

Suddenly Anita felt hot and uncomfortable all over. "Think I'll go down and
have a coke or something_I
don't feel
very good. Coming with me? she asked.
"No thankS-I'm
going to wash my
hair."
Armed with towel, shampoo, comb, and
brush Jan went down the hall and into the
bathroom,

whistling

an off-key tune. Still

whistling, fifteen minutes later she returnher head done up in a blue towel like a
maharajah.
The whistle died on her lips
as she entered the room.
Anita lay across the bed, the covers in
a rumpled
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heap around

her, crying noise_

lessly. "What on earth is the matter with
you?" asked Jan.
Anita lifted her head long enough to
gulp "I won't get to go to the dance after

all! And I won't get to see Bill, either.
Oh, I wish I were dead!"
All Jan could say was "Why not?"
"I've got the measles," sobbed Anita.

Winged Suicide
JACK

With

every

flight you become more

convinced that a combat mission in this
ship is nothing short of suicide.
This
:suicide ship is the Army Air Forces' CG4A Cargo Glider, commonly referred to as
the "Whisper Ship," "Flying Coffin," "GBird," or "One-way Johnnie."
Just looking at the glider, crouched in its own
grotesque manner on the runway, makes
yoU say to yourself, "How will it ever stay
in one piece during the flight-not to speak
of the landing shock?" Approaching the
ship, you can not help noticing the flimsy
fabric,
the wooden skids beneath the
repulsive, stubby nose, and the celluloid
window enclosing the pilot's compartment.
Stepping into the cargo compartment
of the "G-Bird," you may pull the fabric
door open with a sudden jerk, in which
case the door falls off its hinges and is
blown feebly down the runway by the
prop-wash
of the two ship.
(The tow
ship is the transport plane to which the
glider is connected by means of a stout
Dylon tow-Iine.)
Then, too, you may lose
your
balance, and placing your hand
a.gainst the side of the ship to prevent
your falling, much to your surprise, you
will continue to fall accompanied by a
ripping sound caused by your hand plunging with little resistance through the frail
fabric
of the ship's covering. Should
peither of these accidents befall you, you
-will pass through the cargo compartment

DEMLOW

and take your place in the pilot's seat, see
no armor plate, no bullet proof glass nor
any inter-phone
communication
equipment. At this time, you will realize that
you are to fly the most vulnerable ship in
the air. You also will realize if anything
should go wrong during the mission-having no radio contact whatsoever with the
two ship-your
only alternative would be
to "cut-off" or release your glider from
the tow-line, and then pray that you will
land in friendly territory.
While you are in the pilot's compartment, your eyes may fall upon a hugh
sheathed, machete strapped to the flimsy
braces of the compartment.
Upon questioning, you will find that this is a piece
of emergency equipment needed in the
event that the pilot of your tow ship
decides to release the glider pre-maturely.
In this case, the three hundred and fifty
foot tow rope snaps back towards the
glider and sometimes entwines itself about
the landing gear. To attempt a landing
with the remainder of the rope dangling
from your ship would be sure suicide as
the rope undoubtedly would catch the tree
tops and send you crashing earthward with
no control over the ship. In this emergency, your co-pilot is to climb out on the
landing gear and cut the rope with the
machete, while the pilot continues to fly
the glider and at the same time selects the
field for an emergency landing.
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for

You are on the runway now and ready
the actual take-off.
Your glider is

the wings

keepmg
.
tl Ie proper
Position behind the tow ship; in your mind,
You are wondering just where and how
you will set this "flying
co ffi111 " down
.

"hooked up," which means that the glider
is secured by the tow rope to an attach_
ment on the taU assembly of the transPort.
The glider will become airborne
long
before the tow ship; consequently, you are

can." The fact that you have no parachute
means nothing. Glider missions are always
aCComplished at approximately
four hundred feet and at this altitude a parachute
would do as much good as a stepladder.
The tow ship is now beinning to roll
forward and is "taking up the slack" in the
tow rope. With a SUdden jerk, the rope
is drawn taunt and the glider begins to
roll down the runway.
As the Speed
increases, the glider begins to vibrate,
rattle, and shake as though the wings Were
about to tear themselves from the fUselage.
When you think you have sufficient speed
to stay airborne, you snap the Wooden control column back towards Your chest and
the ship lUrches drunkenly into the air.
Your attention is focused uPon keeping

and

should the tow rope snap and come lashing back through the nose into
.
. the . p ilot's
compartment.
Durmg
teen
.
h
ti11' e flight,

warned to be alert for an emergency
release. If the tow ship had engine failure
or failed to become airborne after Using up
two-thirds
of the runway it would be
necessary to execute an emergency release.
At this paint, the glider pilot's instructions
are simple_"get
it down the best Way you

level

these thoughts

are predommant
un t'l1 y our
.
right hand reaches for the release lever.
A brief paUse for last second d ecisio
" ns and
then-"twang"_the
cut-off!
Instantly, you bank the ship steeply
to the left and then level the wings as
the shaking and vibration of the glider
ceases.
From this point until you feel
the landing shock, vou are conscious of the
name, "the Whisper Ship." WHAM! The
wheels strike the ground and you slam the
control
column
forward.
The
glider
stands on its nose and the skids throw dust
and sod in all directions.
The safty belt
cuts sharply into your groins as your full
weight is thrown forward and the glider
careens skidding and sliding to a halt.
After YOU unbuckle your safty belt
and scramble out of the emergency door,
you take a deep breath of dust laden air.
Then and only then do you fully know
why a glider pilot in an English pub, when
asked by a French soldier what the "G"
on his wings stood for, promptly,
but
laconically replied, "Guts!"
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The New Recruit
WILLIAM

The new recruit
has just entered a
completely different phase of life in which
he immediately
secure.
He has
next,

becomes
extremely
inno idea what is coming

and this insecure

feeling

cally different
from the security
of the
average American home that he suffers a
considerable

amount

of anxiety

until he is
to
to

say what he pleases when he feels the urge
to

do

so,

and

the

emotion often makes
his fellow cohorts.

resulting

suppressed

him irritable

toward

In the army we find representatives
from every conceivable
kind of homes.
1'1· ..
11S1S 1I1deed an odd mixture.
Here, our
recruit observes types of personalities
of
which he is completely unfamiliar.
He is
forced to work, eat, and sleep with this
personality
mixture.
The result of this
is of vit 1 .
1 a Importance.
It produces a great
understanding
of the real substance of his
country,
and he emerges
a more broad
minded

citizen.

The rich and the poor all

SHARP

as we find him very self reliant and courageous. It is a part of his heritage and he
is determined to live up to the expectations
of his superiors in rank as well as those
of his family and friends.

is so radi-

able to make an adequate
adjustment
service life.
He is no longer allowed

T.

The recruit also finds himself expressing pride for something about which he
has never before been conscious; that is
the pride for his home state.
In groups
of men from all sections throughout
the
country,
this connection
with the home
state is something which gives each man a
more
distinct
feeling
of individualtty,
Here, each man begins to note with pride
his own little native characteristics
of his
home state.
He also begins to associate
the different types of phonetics with their
native state or section of the country.
Notable
among these is the native
of
Brooklyn.
Here, he sees a unique interpretation
of the English language.
Unorthodox as it may seem, the boy from
Brooklyn is just as confident that he is the
typical American boy as is the boy from

For the first time

Texas with his slow, drawn out phrasing.
Now we begin to see a transformation

in their lives, they are being treated alike.
This mal ces th e nch
.
. pleasure
boy poor 111

of the recruit. He has assumed the attitude
of a fighting man, with all his peculiarities.

lOok alike in olive drab.

and the Poor boy rich with
equality.

the feeling

of

In spite of all his hardships,
he is a
prOUd person.
He has entered the noblest
cause of his lifetime and he is justly proud.
He Ie
arns to respect authority
and take
orders
hi
th
' W ich is entirely new for many of
e recrUits.
This matter is very hard for
st
l110
of the boys, for the average American
Y outh
.
t 1'01 threnJoys shocking freedom from conc
Olighout the greater part of adolesence l'h.
h·
.
1S freedom of thought does serve
1111Well afte I' I.ie IS
. a d Juste
.
d t 0 diISCIPme,
. 1·

One of the best known

ways of testing

his

morale is to register his complaints.
His
happiness
and content is judged by the
volume
agree

of his complaints.
that

if they

complaining,

they

complaining

stops,

can
are
they

Most
keep

happy,
alert

their
but

officers
men
if the

themselves

for trouble.
Traveling
characteristics
to appreciate

of our recruits
in them

also.

molds certain
They

learn

more fully the broad expanse

of land which they have been called upon
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to protect, so they have a fuller
standing of their purpose.

over our foes the world

under-

over have

been

made possible by this determination.
of
men, all of whom were at one time recunts.

Above all, he has an unconquerable
determination to succeed.
Our victories

Mrs. Harper
MARJORIE

Mrs. Harper came to keep house for
Grandma many years ago when everyone
in the family was ill. Grandma had about
given up hope of any answers to her advertisements asking for help. One day a taxi
drove up in front of the house. A small,
bird-like woman hopped out.
Her hair
was pulled tightly back into a knot at the
back of her neck. She wore a gray dress
and a funny little hat perched on top of
her head. She paid the driver and came
lightly up the steps. Ever since then Mrs.
Harper has belonged to us and we to her.
She pitched right in and took care of
the whole family during that illness. When
she opened Mother's door with a cheery
word, Mother knew that everything was
going to be all right. And so it was.
Mrs. Harper is one of the kindesthearted people I have ever known.
She
will not stay still for more than a few
minutes, for as long as there is something
to be done, she will be doing it. Although
she and Grandma seem to vie to see which
can jump up from the table the quickest
to get something that is missing, she wins
at least half the time.
Mrs. Harper has a small face. Her
cheeks are round and firm. A wrinkle
around her chin makes her look like a
ventriloquist's doH. Her hair is unusual
for a little lady of over seventy, because it
is thick and brown. She is so neat that
she goes to the basement to comb it.

LITTLE

she

The last time we were at Grandma's
would
say to my younger brother,

"Well, you're just a darlin'," Then turning
to one of us, she would say, "He's worth
his weight in gold!"
Of course, being a
boy, Rob wishes nothing less than to be a
"darlin''',
but he would sheepishly grin
each time and would pretend not to hear
her. One morning she came up to me as I
was looking out of the window and said,
"It's a darlin' day, ain't it?"

Mrs. Harper is very unassuming. When
the family sits in the living room in the
evenings she is there, too. She sits quietly
in a corner and knits.
When a visitor
comes, she will get up and start upstairs.
One member of the family will urge her
to return saying, "Oh, come in, Mrs. Harper. They want to see you, too." Sometimes she will not be persuaded, but often
she will come back to sit in a corner. She
says nothing, for a while. Suddenly she
w.il! sit on the edge of her chair and, fixing
her twinkling brown eyes upon the visitor,
will say, "I've got a question to ask you.
Is Hitler really dead?"
Or another time
she may ask, "Well, now what do you
think of them Japanese?
Are we going to
have more trouble with them or aren't
we?"
These are questions to which the
visitor has no true answer, since he is
only human, but he gives hi SOwn ideas
while she listens attentively
and puts in a
word now and then. After this small bit
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of conversation, she picks up a newspaper
and leans back, her social duty done.
Her favorite expression of praise for
a person is, "He's just as common as an old
shoe." It seems rather strange to hear her
say this after a visitor has left, especially
if the visitor is a distinguished professor!
When the family is planning to go for

we are nearly ready, Grandma says to
her, "You'd better change your dress, Mrs.
Harper." Up she goes to change her dress,
and not another word of protest is heard.
One day the family had been downtown, and they came home without her
knowing it. When she found that they
were at home, she told me that we had
better hurry to get dinner on the table.
I said that I had seen the family come
home quite a while ago. "Well, I don't
know nothin',"
she replied. "Nobody ever
tells me nothiri'. If it was raining soup,
my bowl would be upside down."
When we were washing dishes together
one evening I told her something of interest and she commented, "Well, you've had
more education than I've had, Marjorie. I
don't know nothin'."
Perhaps she has not
had much schooling, but Mrs. Harper has
done more with her life than many college
graduates have done. She has spent her
whole life helping others, and she has
made other people's tasks easier.

a ride and someone mentions her, naturally
supposing that she is going, she says, "Oh,
I'm not going."
There are protests from
Grandma of "Why, of course you're going,
Mrs. Harper!"
"No, I'm not.
Nobody
wants an old woman like me along." There
are many protests at this. Our preparations continue.
"I'm not going," says Mrs.
Harper again.
"I'm going to stay home
and wash clothes."
The youngsters beg
her to go. Thc older people see that her
brown hair is freshly combed. Later one
of the children says, "Mrs. Harper is going,
i.sn'I; she?"
"No, I'm not going," says
Mrs. Harper again.
But we notice that
she has changed her shoes. Finally when

Autobiography [Part IIIJ
IHENE

Before graduating

from nurses

train-

ing, I started serving in the capacity of
Supervisor of Nurses of the Eli Lilly Research Clinic at City Hospital.
Here we
had both an in-patient and an out-patient
clinic where we were doing research on
blood dyscrasias and hypertension.
In this
position I continued on at the hospital
with the Lilly Company until my marriage,
April 4, 1941.
The saying goes that all nurses marry
doctors, and so it was in our case. When
one of the doctors was called to active duty
with the Army Medical Corps Reserves in

BHoWN

March of 19'11,he just couldn't see his way
clear to go to Fort Knox, Ky., without a
nurse, so we were married in the Madonna
Chapel of the Third Christian Church,
Indianapolis.
Being the young officer's wife in prewar days was great fun. We had a whole
house in a nearby town and enjoyed the
officers clubs, swimming pools, and frequent excursions to Louisville.
Everyone
was gay, with no thought of threatening
war and little sympathy for all the trouble
brewing in Europe and Asia. But this was
a period of bliss before the storm.
For
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only four months later, in August 1941,
came that Overseas call which proved so
disastrous.

extensive flYing experience along with a
rigid academic COUrse. For two a
dditional
months we prepared for a hig
. hI y specialized

Watching the army transport,
President Grant, one of the converted luxury
liners, sail out of the San Francisco Bay
Was only the first of many sad times for
me. For the terrifying news of the attack
en Hawaii and the PhiliPPine Islands came
Just a few months after my husband had
arriVed in Manila. The fact that he had
been sent to the Philippines by mistake did
not make the news any more bearable, for
with the onset of the war I knew he
Wouldn't get to come back horne at the
end of his first year as he had orders from
General MacArthur stating that he had been
mistakenly sent overseas because Corps
Area Headquarters had forgotten to change
some of his records to a married status!

Overseas aSSignment, for w hiICh w e sailed
d
1944, from
Hampton
Roa s,
.

in May,
Virginia.

The Panama Canal was an interesting
sight, and although we spent three days
there We were not allowed to get off our
ship. However we were allowe
0
d n deck
all the time so were able to see a great
deal as We were Piloted through the narrow channels of that Wonderfully engineered project.
AUstralia was fascinating and I hope
SOmeday to return to the lovely city of
Perth where we spent two days while
clnchored at the harbor of FreemantIe.
The people Were charming and unbelievable hospitable.
They live a gracious,
Pleasant life, much in the British style,

After the fall of Bataan and Corre_
gidor, all personnel in the Philippine area
were reported as "missing in action."
I
had received a telephone call from Manila
in October before the attack, and two
cablegrams after the war started, but all
communications were cut off in April of
1942.
By the end of this year I decided that
the thing for me to do Was to join the army
nurse corps. I had tried to keep busy by
working in a priVate and industrial clinic,
by teaching at the Red Cross, and giving
blood every six months, but I realized that
it would likely be a long, hard war and
felt that I wanted a part in it. So it Was
on Christmas Eve, 1.942, that I reported to
the Air Force Hospital, Miami Beach,
Florida.
After a year in Florida where I Worked
in the operating room for the most of the
time, I was sent to the School for Air
Evacuation at Bowman Field, Ky. to become a Flight Nurse.
For four months
we had rigorous phYsical training and

but with mUch less class distinction and
with a higher scale of living for the working man. The climate of Western Australia
compared favorably
with our southern
California weather.
We
initiation
ing the
days the
national

had the usua: experiences of an
into the Shellback club on crossequator, and of two consecutive
same while crossing the interdate line.
On OUr journey we

passed through three oceans and three seas;
the Atlantic, PaCific, and Indian Oceans,
and the Carribean, Tasmanian, and Arabian Seas.
When we dOcked in Bombay, India,
We had been at sea for forty-three
days,
and had traveled
more than half-way
around the World. Here we were put on
an Indian train where we back-tracked,
all the way back across the continent of
India to a seaport on the opposite coast,
Calcutta.
The huge city was intrigueing
with an amazing contrast
between the
lavish wealth of the rich and the destitute
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condition

of the

poor.

The

famine

was

still on and there were forever corpses lying along the street.
But we enjoyed our
trips

of

evacuating

American

patients

across the continent
by air to Karachi
where they were then tal, en on back to
the United States.
For the next
throughout
Indian
Mars Task Force

I flew
As the

ten months
and Burma.

pushed

south in Burma,

toward Rangoon, we followed close behind,
la n d·mg at the most recently captured fields
and evacuating
to India.
We

the battle

casualties

back

flew as far west as the
China border and as far south as Mandalay.
In January of 1945, I learned by cablegram from the War Department
that my
husband had been rescued by the American
Rangers

at Cabanataun

and that I was
States.
Needless

in the Philippines

Casablanca
was an interesting
city,
though extremely French, and with nothing
to buy except cologne!
It is sold by the
quart and gallon jars, and apparently the
people use it instead of water for bathing
purposes, for there were no bathtubs!
The Azores is a tiny dot in the Atlantic, and one wonders how the navigator
ever finds it, as one indeed wonders again
thirteen hours later when we slowly settle
down over Bermuda. On this lovely island
there
were numerous
beautiful
resort

it was almost too
those months and

hotels, golf clubs, and luxurious
homes,
but the weather was quite cold with a
strong ocean breeze that nearly blew us

was tremendously
time in trying to

away.
Best of all, the airport of Miami looked

to return

to say,
good to be true after all
years. of waitmg,
iti
but I
reI"ieved and wasted no

ing since Australia.
Cairo is indeed a
cosmopolitan
city, and I have seen no
more beautiful homes anywhere than along
the banks of the Nile. Going through the
pyramids was quite an experience, as was
seeing the Sphinx and other Egyptian historical sights.

to the

get out of the China-Burma-India

United

theater.

I flew to New Delhi, the capital of
who h .
.
.
IC IS a beautiful
and spacious
city. From there, on to Karachi, the "gateIndia

way of India," so called because all of the
planes co··
rmng into India. come through
there.
The Arabian Sea was a beautiful
sight f
.
rom the air, as were the ancient
CIties of J erusulem, Bethlehem, Alexandria,.
and Baghdad.
After landing in Tripoli,
We flew on t 0 C atro,
.
Egypt.
Here, for the
first ti
.
line, we started seeing the western
Il1fluence·, th e t raffle no longer went on the
"wrong sid
leo f the street," and there were
Inore Itali lans,'G reeks and other Europeans
than E ng uISh men, whom we had been see-

l ike Paradise

no Italian

to us.

No Indians,

co-belligerents,

no Arabs,

or any

of' the

other strange
looking humans
we had
been seeing on each stop before. All along
the way from Miami to San Francisco, the
good old United States looked like the best
country on earth.
At each stop I thought,
this is really "God's country,"
so much more than
else in the world.
Thus I arrived

for we have

the people

anywhere

in San Francisc,

just a

week after leaving India, but a trip around
the world and almost four years since my
last visit there, for the best reunion of my
life, for my husband was there at the airport to meet me.
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Sleigh Bells Ring
JOANNA

JENNINGS

"Jimmy!
Jimmy!
Come quick! It's
snowing again." Immediately two freckled
noses were pressed into mere buttons at
the window, as two pairs of eyes gazed
rapturously at the whitening world.

Supper was an unusually
eXCitement smothering
any

When the last biscuit had diisa ppeared,"
Paw said, "Everyone Into
.
hiIS warmest.

"It's Coming dawn in sheets. Do You
suppose Paw will let us go now?" the
owner of one speckled button asked of the
other.

It wasn't long until the old bob sled
Was skimming Over the snow while the
SleIgh
bells around the bays , nec k s jangled
.
merrily.
It seemed to Francis that they
were jingling strictly for her benefit, ~s
she gazed timidly at the beautiful moonlit
scene. Mother Nature had succeeded in
Weaving her magic spell over all of them,
for no one spoke. It was too lovely. As
FranCie looked up at old Mister Moon he
seemed to wink slyly and say, "Follow me

"Sure he will! Why, it'll be ten feet
deep in about an hour. Here he comes.
Let's ask him." The buttons disappeared
as two yelling children dashed madly in
the direction of the door, flinging them_
selves at their father.
Paw,
anticipating
their
qUestion,
shouted, "Whoa now, yes, yes, if it keeps
"up we'll go right after supper."
Amid the clamor of joyous votces,
Paw could be heard saying, "Call the rest
of the young 'uns, and tell 'em to get the
bob-sled out of the hay Iof't, I'll get the
box-bed."
"I'll get Ramie and Joe,"
shouted
Francis, the youngest, as she race. through
the door.
Soon preparations were under way with
Francis and Ramie gaily Piling straw in
the box-bed to keep out the cold, while
Jimmy and Joe each POlished a runner of
the bob sled.
"Supper's ready," Maw yelled out the
back door. "Come on while it's hot."
All promptly dropped their respective
tasks to mingle in the wild jam of flYing
soap suds at the wash basin on the back
porch. Then, emerging shining and clean
from the ordeal, they all trooped into the
kitchen in order of age. Jim, the oldest,
was first, and Francts, the smallest with
the largest freckles, was last.

qUIiet meal,
small talk.

to my land of make-believe."
She saw
the old bob sled transformed into a beautiful white and gold sleigh drawn by ten
white horses. She was a charming princess
clad in gorgeous white satin with-"Ooooh,
here we are at the Folses!"
Bundled from head to toe in mufflers
and blankets, the five Folses burst out the
door shouting gay greetings to the group
in the sleigh.
It Was a gay picture they presented
Singing their way over the glistening snow.
The road was discernible only by the tops
of the fences Which could be seen on either
side as they went skimming past. No one
seemed to mind the cold, though noses
tUrned a bright red, and ears an ice blue.
Slowly a faint light Could be seen
sending its flickering rays through the
darkness. "There it is! There's the Herd's
house. We're almost there."
111 Before the last shout had died away,
the smallest of the Herds were out the
front door to greet the sleigh. "We knew
you'd be here, 'cause it's the first big snowfall," Mrs. Herd laughed.
Everyone Piled
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~ut thankfully,
beginning to realize just
ow cold he was.
Amid a st ampmg
.
of boots and blowing
of
" noses ,rs.M
Herd shouted hospitably,
Now, sit right down to this cider and
cookies I have fixed. Just make yourselves
at home."
Everyone responded with enthusiasm,
gossiping about the newest quilt patterns
and th e number of hogs killed at'slaughter. '
At the height of the merry-making
old

Father Time took it upon himself to remind
the farmers that it was way past time for
all good little children to be in bed. Each
Paw and Maw, taking heed, reluctantly
gathered their flock together and prepared
to leave.
As the last good-byes were said, and
everyone settled back in his seat for the
long ride home, the jangling bells seemed
to say, "See you again next year."

The Blades That Severed Two Lives
WILLIAM

HARDMAN

and the everlasting
The snow was still falling as it had
done durrmg
i
th e past three days. ' The wind
was gaining momentum
as the flakes
glisten e d m
. the Iight
.
of' the shell-bursts.
This wa s a new obstacle for the men who
had fought th rough the ram
. and mire
.
of
Franc e and Belgium.
Although the defensive POSIion
iti
was just inside the landboundary of G ermany, the climate
.
had not
changed with the borderline.
set in.

Winter had

. It was the same war, fight ahead and
Walt patiently for supplies.
We had been
waiting for f our d ays.
.
It seemed ltke
months, just waiting for the order to
attack . P a t 1'01s were active
.
.
every I1lght,
~enetrating

the enemy lines and estimat-

ing their .potential strength.
The men had been well-seasoned in
the functions of combat.
The long and
difficult m aneuvermg
.
through France and
Bel'grum had kept them closely affiliated
with death. They had been acclimated to
the sight of dead bodies, mutilated remains,
and the more
.
f arm'1'iar SIght
.
of the seriously
wounded.
I, myself, had become accustomed to th e pungent odor of dead bodies,
.

call of the wounded,

"Medic, over here, I'm hit."
Another day had passed.

The silence

of the brisk night air was interrupted by
the rumbling noise of a troop convoy,
fresh troopS. The men sensed the situation. It would only be a matter of a few
hours before we departed to acquire more
German held land.
The Lieutenant

was busily preparing

his maps and making a check of the men
and their food rations. He was no longer
called "Sir," as he had been in the previous
months of training.
For his own personal
safety, he was known as "Jim" since the
first day of combat. His uniform had lost
its ornate character.
The deep respect
that the men had acquired for him and
his characteristics
of leadership
stayed,
although outwardly he could not be distinguished from them. Sharing his rations,
helping the wounded, and his militaristic
virtue of deploying his troops most advantageously to cope with the situation, composed the basis of the admiration.
The night was quiet once more,

as

the last truck

in
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deposited

its' occupants

•

the near area. In the capa city
I
of Platoon
Sergeant,t I made my way through the
.
snow to Jims' muddy domicile, reportmg
the number of replacements needed and
rations. Looking up from hlIS maps '. Jim
informed me of the hour of attack, WhICh
was to take place the next night at sixforty.

Those
sage, "Platoon Sergeant, forward."
.
1
I
Jernes
mus t be giving J'im troub e,
.
thoug ht , as I crawled behind the scout.
"He's ten yards ahead, beside a tree."
The
scou t porn
. ted , as he flattened 'his body in
the snow. "Is that you, Sarge?"
.
came
a
w hiisper as I neared the deSignated
tree.
"What's up, Jim? Are those Krouts giving
you trouble?" "Just a little, Sarge.
Got
your trench knife wit hyou?
That
leg
needs a finishing touch."
I stared at. the
bisected leg which he was holding
with
both hands. I appeared as though a buzz_

It wasn't to be a routine night-attack.

The German Siegfreid Line was one mile
ahead.
A fUll-scale attack, opposed by
pillbox fortifications, tank defenses, and
a reinforced German army.
The next day passed slowly, the snowfall intermittenly mingled with artillery
barrages.
Electrified tenseness filled the
air as Jim passed the order down the
jagged line of emplacements, "Synchronize
watches, Six-thirty, ten minutes to go."
was H-hour. The men moved
slowly from their defensive perimeter into
an attacking position. The dense snowfall
was a soothing comfort, forming a protect.ive screen for Our adVancement. Enemy
contact was made without their knowledge
of our proposed plan. Immediately, flares
lighted the dismal sky above us in an
effort to seek our formation of attack. As
.Iirn had informed us, the terrain was level
with the exception of a few coves and
hollows. Pillboxes and machinegun emplacements, just as he had related.
It

Three days had passed. Three towns
had been marked to Our credit. It was on
the outskirts of Nereswoilen, Germany,
night had set in and the attack was to
continue.
The artillery increased with
intensity as Jim; his beard of two weeks
covered with ice, motioned the men to
move ahead disappearing in the flashing
darkness.
Being second-in-command,
I
crawled slowly ahead, fOllowing the scouts
who were to the near of Jim.
We had acquired the POsseSSionof two
pillboxes when the scout relayed the mes-

saw
only
form
leg.

had passed through his knee, leaVing
a lone tendon to connect the :fUsimuscle of his thigh to the calf o:f the
I stammered, "Must I, Jim? I'll call

the medic."
"The medic can't help
that
leg. Go to work Sarge," he said, in an
almost orderly tone. I tightened his belt
around the exposed stump of the
leg,
which he had used as a tourniquet
to halt
the flow of blood. The blade of the trenCh
knife quivered as it reached its' Objectiv
I steadied it, and with the aSSistance of thee.
light from enemy flares, the order
carried out.
Was
The weary body Could stand the Pain
no longer. Jim was unconscious.
Pa
an order to the scout to send two merl Sged
f
ward to carry the I·
Imp form to the 01'_
.
station. The expression on ·my face
qld
reflected on theirs, as they stared Wat Was
eyed at the man who had led them tbr el'y_

:r

rain, mud, snow and the Constant
German artillery.

he~lugh
Of

Six days had passed, the last tw
which were spent in a defensive halO' Of
Position. The attack had bogged do dIllg
.
accordance with the muddy terrain Wn In
much wanted order had arriVed.
. Ii' 'l'h e
.
. t 0 OUr ""0 '. l:'eSk
troops were moving
In
q
~ 81t10 n ,
meaning that we would procure hot
g
and the priVilege of a peace,fu} ~ealg
sleep, far in the near area.
nights
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Kelly's "Rock Of Gibralter"
BARBARA BARTH

"Kelly, Kentucky!
Stop here three
minutes. Next stop Hopkinsville." A town
like a million others. Hay, feed and grain
shed and a dinky little station.
A small
boy, whose pants were patched with flesh,
and a dog mooching on the platform.
Everyone on the day coach gives Kelly one
look and one sigh and pulls in his neck.
Just another three-minute stop.
I stepped off the train and eyed critically the town in which I was to spend
two months of my summer vacation. There
was not much to see but there was a feeling of friendliness and contentment every.
where. It was as if I had stepped into an
entirely different world.
After a few
weeks I began to understand that feeling.
It was an opportunity
to be your own
man, the opportunity to live without being
merely a figure on a graph, a street
address, a customer to whom articles are
delivered.
Bert Hale symbolized
this
feeling.
Sooner or later everyone came to "Bertram
B. Hale's General Store and Post Office."
It was the meeting place of everyone in
Kelly. The store is a typical small town
store in which everything can be bought,
from penny candy to' fencing wire and
shoes. Bert also houses and operates the
Post Office which occupies one corner of
the store. The entire store is warmed by
a heating stove which stands in the middle
of the room. It is around this stove, winter
and summer, that the town of Kelly
gathers.
Reverend Amos Jensen remark-

ed once that Bert had more of a congregation around his stove than the Reverend
had around his pulpit.
Besides running the store and Post
Office seven days a week, Bert is the
deputy Fire Marshal and chairman of the
Town Board. He is a gentle man, with the
face of a ripe apple that has been left too
long on the tree. A few wrinkles, yes, but
still sound to the core and slightly rosy
on the surface.
He is tall and broadshouldered,
I would judge his age to be
about sixty-five.
He takes great interest
and pride in his town and in the people
who live there. He possesses the remarkable talent of remembering
everyone's
name and personal history.
Bert has a good reputation, both for
the quality of his merchandise and for the
quality of his life. He has a conscience as
clear as good flying weather. During the
war, Bert launched a one-man Bond
Drive. He sold nearly two thousand dollars worth of bonds. He likes to read the
"Tribune"
and was annoyed when the
"boy power" shortage led to the discontinuance of early-morning deliveries, so he took
the job. I dare say he has not lost a whit
of his essential dignity despite the bag of
papers flung over his shoulder every morning.
I consider myself very lucky to have
met and known someone like Bert Hale.
To me and Kelly, Kentucky, Bert Hale is
an institution as solid as the Rock of
Gibralter.
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The Incident Of The Apple
JEANNE

"Well, it's about time," declared
"but it was worth it, I guess."

McCoy

Pa,

ward the barn leading bis team. A few
minutes later, out came Pa bringing the

Pa stood with his feet planted wide
apart and his wide-brimmed straw hat
grasped loosely in his hand. Little beads
of prespiration spotted his forehead. Unconsciously he took a red-checked bandana
from his hip pocket and wiped his face and
forehead, never once moving his eyes from
one object. The heavy scented summerend breeze carried the smell of hard working horses, of ripe corn pollen, of common
garden phlox and red clover. Pa wrinkled
his nose and sniffed delightedly, but the
only smell that Pa knew was the mouthwatering smell of a ripe apple. High in
the tree almost hidden by fOliage hung one
apple. The varied songs of the mocking
bird seemed a fitting accompaniment for
Pa's day-dreaming.
For the last five years,
Pa had babied and coaxed this pet tree of
his. It was healthy and well-developed,
but never before had there even been the
slightest excuse of an apple.

horse hitched to the buggy. As be turned
down the lane, his parting shout was, "Do
not pick the apple!"

"Boys, boys, come here," hollered Pa.
"Come here this minute," he bellowed.
We came right then 'cause Pa's no
man to fool with. When he wants something, he wants it right then. Obediently
we five stood before him, each of us anxious to be on our way.
"Boys
.. Fred, stand up straight
and stop that fidgeting . . . I'm going to
town to get that know-it-all Adams to see
what kind this apple is. Scott, quit drawing in the dust and listen to me. Now you
are not to pick this apple, any of you, for
any reason!

Remember,

do not pick

the

apple!"

Pa turned on his heels and stalked to-

The sun had reached its heighth and
was starting home when Pa got back. He
and know-it-all Adams leaped out of the
buggy and ran toward the tree, leaving the
horse to stand unhitched.
They reached
the tree, and there was a long moment of
silence. Then, "Boys, boys, come here."
From the tone of Pa's voice we knew
we'd better get there on the double or
there
would
be some pretty
drastic
measures taken.
"Which one of you boys picked the
apple?" said Pa in that quiet voice which
was so much Worse than his bellowing.
He started with Fred, looked him up and
down, and said, "Did you eat the apple?"
Fred gulped, turned all
stammered, "N-n-no, Sir."

colors,

and

Pa asked each of us, and his looks
were Worse than any inquisition.
Finally
my turn came and P
..
,
a saId III that treacherously quiet VOice, "Scott, did you eat the
apple?"
Lookin" in th
.
ose ICY steel depths of
Pa's eyes, I felt rn h
y eart begin to pump
madly, my hands get cold
and wet, and
my ears begin to ring.
b

"Well, anSWer me

drd

, I you?"
Summoning every spark or rn
1 d
y man100 , I managed to squeak with
"
hiIgher and higher "P my voice
rungmg
"
,
a, you said
not to ptck the apple I did 't .
•
1 n , It's still on
the tree. I just ate it and left the
Core
hanging!"
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Gentlemen, Be Seated
VVILLIA~

I'm a little devil.
Every morning I
walk a block to the bus stop preceding the
one in front of my house so that I can get a
seat. I feel sure my neighbors give me icy
stares as I sit comfortably with my nose
in a book. I never see them. Yesterday
morning I was too late to walk -to the other
stop, so I stood while the lady next door
sat in my seat and smiled at me with
sarcastic
little daggers
throughout
the
fifteen-minute ride.
She probably thinks
I have no conscience, but I do and I keep
telling n:y conscience that this walk early
in the morning is good exercise. The North
Meridian bus which I ride from town is
never crowded at nine o'clock so those who
ride it probably give me credit for being
very

chivalrous.
Perhaps chivalry in the older sense,
however, went out as woman suffrage came
in. I think it makes everyday life nicer
and more beautiful when gentlemen allow
ladies to enter doors first and other little
courtesies, but does chivalry require a man
to give up two hours of valuable studying
time each day so that a woman can get a
load off her aching feet. If she would come
down off those three-inch heels she could
stand as well as anyone else. Science has
revealed that we men are not nearly as
durable as the women. Although there is
a decidedly greater number of males in
embryonic development and also at birth,
there are far more females among adults.
I wonder why the women of the white race
have forced their men to wait upon them
while in other races the opposite is true.
Manv times, however, I do not have to
fight so rediculously hard to clear my conscience because the buses are not crowded.
Then I choose my seat very carefully to

Th[ILLER

find the best conditions for study. I never
sit in the seats which face sideways because
it is almost impossible to study while rocking back and forth. The same is true about
the back seats except that they bounce one
up and down just like my father flips
flap-jacks.
Of course, in cold weather I
sit near a heater and as far away from the
doors as I can get.
When I first began using the bus as a
study room distractions were everywhere.
I would no sooner open my book than
someone would distract
my attention.
Ordinarily grown people sit perfectly quiet
and useless so that they do not hinder my
work, and quite often children are too
timid in the strange surroundings to make
much fuss. The real bothers, however, are
giddy bobby-soxers who delight in telling
the whole bus about a new shade of lipstick they are wearing and how funny it
looked on Jimmy Saturday night.
I have learned to concentrate

even

under the worst conditions a bus can offer,
because I consider two hours a day very
valuable.
In that time I could play six
rames of ping-pong, listen or dance to five
records, write to one girl, call another,
and spend the remaining half hour reading or just loafing.
I try to make the most of these two
hours a day by concentrating every minute
ur-on one of my subjects.
I often wonder
how I manage to transfer from one bus to
the other, because I do it as if in a daze.
Just before time to transfer I get something in mind to recite to myself while
waiting for the next bus-usually
a declension or conjugation in Greek.
A great help to me in this experiment
of studying on the bus has been this pas-

r
sage from Arnold Bennett's
on Twenty-jour

How

trifling. You insisted that its ~~rk should
be done and its work was done.
Yes, ev~ryone can recall times when he has
really concentrated,
but it is difficult to

to Live

Hours a Day:

"When you leave your house, concentrate your mind on a subject. (no matter
what, to begin with).
You will r:ot have
gone ten yards before your mind h~s
skipped away under your very. eyes and IS
Iark ing round the corner with another
subject.

follow the same procedure when the subject is not of particular interest.
Bennett
solves this problem when he suggests that
the secret lies in the mental attitude.
If I
get on the bus and say to myself, "Well,
now how can I make myself study?", then
I am likely to spend a greater part of my
time on that baffling question.
However,
if I simply say to myself, "What type of
drama is this Antony and Cleopatra?" and
seek to prove my answer, the time goes
quickly and I really acomplish something.

"Bring it back by the scruff of !he
neck. Ere you have reached the station
you will have brought it back about forty
times. Do not despair.
Continue.
Keep
it up. You will succeed. You canr;ot. by
any chance fail if you persevere.
It IS Idle
to pretend that your mind is incapable of
concentration.
Do you not remember that
morning when you received a disquieting
letter which demanded a very carefullyworded answer? How you kept your mind
steadily on the subject of the answer, without a second's intermission,
until you
reached
your
office; whereupon
you
instantly sat down and wrote the answer?
That was a case in which you were roused
by circumstances to such a degree of vitality that you were able to dominate your
mind like a tyrant.
You would have no

I would not think of spending two
hours everyday in the library merely looking around.
I like to live, and so I conquer half of my drudgery on the bus when
I can do nothing else.

My Father
KATHRYN

My father is five feet eleven inches
tall.
He has large grey-green
eyes, a
somewhat too-large nose, a medium sized
mouth, and a very square jaw. His physique is typically middle-aged.
After being
teased to des traction about being built like
a butter-churn, he now wears. a corset with
the fond delusion that it pushes his stomach
into his chest and looks youthful. Aloud
he swears it is for his posture.
He now
resembles a top-heavy butter-churn.
My father has never exacted much
discipline or insisted that we profit by his
mistakes. He has instilled an independence
of thought and action.
ist.

My father is somewhat of an extremFor instance, he will go along in good

ALFS

humor letting us leave our house in perfect chaos over every week-end and then
suddenly come home some night late, find
coat someone has neglected to hang up,
and fly into a rage comparable to a tlveyear-old's
tantrum.
He will drag my
H

sister and me out of our warm beds and
insist we clean the house from cellar to
attic as pennance for breaking the housekeeping rules.
The first few times this
happened the inconsistency of his behavior
made us feel very much abused.
We now
follow his bellowed directions with a stoic
calm. He is incapable of sustained wrath.
My father's reaction
to religion
is
passively active.
I mean by that he believes in God, in heaven, and in the Bible.
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He does not

find

it necessary

to go to

church every Sunday.
When he does go,
he has a pleasant
feeling as he walks
down the aisle, a pleasant feeling as he
walks up the aisle, and the man on the
pulpit doesn't bother him too much in
between.
My father is a man's man.
He has
many friends and no enemies.
He has the
ability to "get along" with everybody.
He
is an excellent
conversationalist.
His
secret, which is really no secret, being the
ability to listen and to enjoy listening.
My father's
is that
advisor.
position

status among his offspring

of a best
He holds
than

more austere

friend

and

more

he could

confidential

respect

ever

in this

hold as the

type of father.

He is not the least bit ambitious in a
monetary sense.
He doesn't work very
often and then only long enough to make
as much money as we need. .He thinks a
man who makes a lot of money is the
second worst thing there is, the worst
being a man who is given a lot of money.
He has given my grandfather strict orders
not to leave him or anyone in his family
any money. He thinks it would be a dirty
trick.
He firmly believes that the best
thing that could happen to him would be
to go bankrupt.
He thinks then we could
all go to work and be a much happier and
more integrated family. I think probably
he's right.
My father is human and real and wellintegrated and if I may express a slightly
prejudiced

opinion, quite wonderful.

Teeth Tales
VlIlGINIA

False teeth and the fashion of filling
teeth were known even by the ancient
Egyptians, but the science of dentistry is a
fairly recent one.
Just as far back as
colonial days when life was centered in
New England, the care of teeth was very
crude as compared to modern methods.
To keep teeth from rotting, New Englanders were advised to wash the mouth
continually with lemon juice and rub the
teeth with sage leaves.
Today we read
countless numbers of articles on vitamins,
calories, and what to eat or what not to eat
to insure healthy teeth.
The colonial lady chewed mastic (a
resinous
substance
extracted
from the
mastic tree) until it was as soft as wax,
then stopped the cavity with it, leaving
it there until consumed.
This was the

RODMAN

common rernedy for toothache.
A man
could gain relief from the same ailment
by wearing the tooth of a dead man about
his neck. In view of the average twentieth
century individual's extensive dental bill
incurred while trying to suppress pains in
the teeth, these earlier people may have
had a decided advantage.
Magazine advertisem;ents,

radio

an-

nouncements, huge signs all over the country advise us to use Colgate's Tooth Paste,
Dr. Lyons Tooth Powder, Pepsodent, etc.
Most

of these

precipitated
perfume,

scoured
of

pumic-stone,
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cleaners

combined

aromatic,

ancestors
pound

tooth

chalk

or
their

cuttlebone,

are

really

with

some

antiseptic.
teeth

with

brick

dust,

Our
comand

or coral, snuff, ashes of good

tobacco, and broken-up
earthenware.

pieces of course

Modern dentistry is a very ax acting
profession; it takes years of practice, study,
schooling, and consumes every minute of

Dentists of today suggest diluted lime
water as one of the best mouth washes,
although advertisers lead us to believe
that we cannot survive without their products. The most popular mouth wash in
old New England, called "Dentum Conservator," was made and sold by the manufacturers of "Bryson's Famous Bug Liquid."
This fact must have added greatly to its
popularity.

the active dentist's time.

The first dentists

in our country became official over-night,
were self-taught,
and performed
other
duties in addition to this one. Paul Revere
was a silversmith, engraver, and set teeth;
Isaac Greenwood performed
dental services, made umbrellas, dice, chessmen, and
sold cane for hoop petticoats;
William
Greenwood pulled teeth and sold pianos.

Appalling advertisements
from New
England papers of 1795 give clues to the
way missing teeth were replaced and
dental plates were constructed:

With all the modern instruments and
r.nesthetics, going to the dentist holds little
or no fear for most of us. One of the
cruellest instruments
of torture
of the
eighteenth century, however, was the keydraught teeth-puller.
It always caused
unutterable anguish and usually broke the
jawbone when used.

"Live teeth!
Those persons inclined
to dispose of live teeth may apply to the
Templeman."
"A generous price paid for human
front teeth perfectly sound by Dr. Skinner." Present-day dental plates are entirely artificial and constructed by accurate,
sanitary methods.

Think about these things and be glad
that you and your teeth live today, and
did not exist "yesterday!"

Grandmother Looks On
ROSEMARY

Pretend for a little while that you are
seventy or eighty years old. Put yourself
in the position of your grandmother who
has come to live with you since grandfather
died.
It is seven-thirty
in the morning
and you are sitting in the living room. You
have probably received a brief "goodmorning"
when you stepped into the
kitchen and may have been brushed aside
as someone leaped to save the burning
toast. You very sensibly have announced,
"I'll go away until the children are off to
school."
In the kitchen, the children are casting

RONSHEIM

meaningful glances at one another signify_
ing that grandmother loves the role of the
martyr.
You didn't intend for it to sound
that way; you were merely being sensible.
Wanting to help the children get to school
on time, you carefully watch the clock,
since it is the one little way you can be
nf some good in the home. At exactly a
quarter till eight you call out, as vou have
every morning. since school began, "Children, the bus goes in five minutes."
You know this is an important matter
and wonder why you never receive any
thanks.
There is only a grumbling and
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then a mad rush to find books.
No one
says "good-bye" to you. They are all so

home when I was too old to be of good to
anyone?"

wrapped

Now, stop pretending you are old and
be yourself again.
Did you mumble a

up

in their

lives-that

which you have no share. In the
get to school or to go out in the
no one tells you what happened

life

in

rush to
evening,
at

school

or what dinner party they are attending.
You are reminded of the parties
you had
in your home. Neighbors came in for popcorn and a few hands
was Jake Thompson.

of euchre.
Poor JaKe,

There
killed

when his horse ran away with bim. You
wonder where Emma, his wife,
is. You
are lonesome for your friends and feel like
an outsider.
Your daughter-in_law
flieS
through
the room on her way to dress
for Red
Cross. "Mother Robbins, Ted
and I are
having club here tonight.
1 jcnow you
Won't want to be here so I've arranged
tor
YOUto stay all night at CousiO Ann's.
me is all
. "A ny thomg you arrange for
rIght , dear . I 1<now you ne ed my roo:"
for a guest room. If there were some place
else I could g
"
..rot)
hear the
o . "
But.7
shower running and know spe
is deep in

"mornin'" into your cereal when grandmother came into the kitchen this morning? Did you grumble about her being
an old busy-body and fail to thank her
when she told you the time? Had you not
included her in the conversation about the
party'!
There are so many little things
you can do which will seem big to an old
person. A few minutes of your time will
mean hours of memories for them. When
grandmother comes out of her room with
a bit of late news, give her credit for being
the first to tell you about it. Ask her opinion. Since the radio is her best friend.
she will probably surprise you by knowing
about current problems. She trunks that
by being out every day or in school, you
are ahead of her on current events and
will be pleased to find that she isn't lagging. When you are planning a party or
going to a dance, it is a temptation to
keep it a secret from grandmother because
she always adds her "two cents' worth."
If you take a minute or two to tell her
your plans and even ask her what flowevs
she thinks you should use for a centerpiece
or which of your formals is the most becoming, she will have had her "two cents'
worth" during the conversation and will
not add it at an inopportune moment.
Grandmother will feel even more included
111 the family if she has a share in the
work. Perhaps she loves flowers and could
;ix an attractive centerpiece for you. Maybe, at the last minute, you find that the
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buckle has come off your formal or that a
button is dangling from your "tux." Ask
her to fix it for you. She will have a share
in the evening's gayety and will be
delighted.
The day after a dance or the evening
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after you have had lunch with a friend,
take a few minutes to sit down and tell
grandmother some humorous incident or
about your friend's new job. Of course,
it won't help grandmother a bit if you
perch on the arm of a chair with an eye
cocked on the clock and hastily tell her
that Mary is working at the telephone
office. Give yourself ten minutes. Relax
in a chair and tell her how Mary got the
job and whether she says "Number, please"
or takes dictation. You needn't feel any
more "martyrish"
about giving up ten
minutes than grandmother did about waiting an hour for breakfast, because you will
not be losing this time. You will enjoy
watching grandmother laugh at your tale
of woe about dropping the oranges on the
bus. It will be a happier home for all if
she sings out merrily, "Hope the buckle
doesn't fall off," as you go out to the
dance, instead of mumbling, "No one ever
tells me anything."
Remember that old people have had a

lot of experience and have made mistakes
which they see you making.
They don't
want to see you hurt and frequently can't
resist offering a suggestion. This does not
mean that old people are perfect nor that
they aren't at times exasperating.
It is
only natural that we should resent their
"Take your umbrella," and that we should
recognize it as martyrdom when they say,
"If it weren't for me you could go to the
lakes this week-end."
It is suggested,
though, that there will be few excuses for
an old person's martyrdom and for your
resentment of them if, by putting yourself
in their place occasionally, you see that
they need only a little of your time and a
voice in the family discussions to make
them feel rewarded for the trails of their
lives. When we make them a true branch
on the tree and not a grafted one, we will
begin to gain from their presence and
they from ours for as Francis Bacon wrote,
" ....
the virtues of either age may correct
the defects of both."

The Village Store
BILL OSBORN

I sometimes wonder if my greatgrandfather would recognize our village
store. To be sure, the size and general
shape of today's shop would differ little
from the one he knew, but might he not be
surprised to see the fire-engine red of the
Coca-Cola signs plastered abundantly over
the dark brown clapboards?
I feel sure,
Quaker that he was, that his sense of
propriety would be greatly shocked by the
pictures of girls in scanty clothing which
the owner insists on displaying on the outside walls in the most prominent places.
His advertising shouts and pleads with you

to buy his wares. Large, boisterous, rnujt;
colored letters carry messages which claim
nothing less than the superlative.
Let us examine more closely the out,
side appearance of the bUilding. Strangely
enough, its proportion is approXimately
that of the golden mean. It is about thirty
feet long by nineteen feet wide. Like the
Parthenon, it is not too large.
A rusty
pump is located west of the store with the
usual chipped enamelware
cup hanging
from it by a stiff piece of wire. The bread
box and two vacant windows with massive
red shutters are in front.
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Now we are ready to go inside. The
tooth. picks. From the masculine point of
screen door, which needs oiling, asks us in
view, it is a tragic sight to behold one of
bold yellow words to take home a loaf of
the fair sex leading her spouse to this
"West's Yum Yum Bread." To our left is
department for a spade "so that John can
the vingar barrel. In a hole in its top is
break my flower beds for me in his spare
the pump.
This particular pump is made
time,"
of a wooden cylinder and a plunger.
A
The most peculiar feature of the store,
lively
up-and-down motion of the plunger
to me, is the contrast it offers between the
is required
to keep a thin stream of the
old-fashioned and the modern methods of
pungent
liquid flowing. The margin of
living. Horse collar pads in vivid yellow
profit on this item is slashed horribly durwith streaks of red stitching, graceful lamp
m g tbis operation. In one way or another,
chimneys, corn cob pipes, and backbreakabout one-half a cup is spilled out of every
ing washboards must not be completely
gallon.
As this is never mopped up, the
outmoded. New shipments were received
sharp
odor of the fluid is always in the air.
recently. By some twist of fate, the Iamp
The coal oil drum is almost next to the
chimneys have been placed by the light
vinegar.
Only the feed scales separate
bulbs; filters for a very complicated
them.
An ingenious spout makes it possiseparator are close to the horse pads.
ble
to transfer the coal oil without any
I must mention the stove and the
trouble
at all. It is clear that necessity
bench. The stove stands about four fect
was
the mother of invention here. The
high.
It cannot be described as ebony
vegetable
bins happen to be extremely
black or even black. In fact, it has rusted
close to the coal oil. Housewives would
slightly so as to give an effect of delicate
coJ1lplain if they found their vegetables
moss growing on a gumbo background. A
flavored with a few drops of kerosene.
swaybacked pipe connects the stove with
Deliveries have not yet gained their
the chimney. A wire hung from the ceilpre-war regularity or frequency. Because
ing and wrapped around the pipe tries
o-f this the fruits, vegetables, bakery prounsuccessfully to keep soot from falling
ducts, meat, and other perishables must
through the joints onto the merchandise.
be purchased in larger quantities than can
The bench was in a park at one time. Now
adequately be handled. It is not uncomit is placed at just the right distance from
mon for the owner to brazenly try to sell
the stove. Without stretching, one can
v.rithered lettuce and cabbages.
He can
roast his toes in comfort from the bench.
pot always be believed when he says that
It is not a fine bench in any sense. The
bis meat is fresh; in short, let the buyer
paint has been worn off the seat for quite
beware.
some time, but it still is one of the best
The store carries many hardware
spots I know to hear a good story, a
items. Shovels, spades, pitchforks, sturdy
political argument, a tall tale, or perhaps
axes, and hoes all lean against one wall in
all three spun by a master of those arts.
a stack resembling an upset box of giant
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Vignettes
In the vacant lot fingers of flame grasp
for the sky as laughing boys and girls
dance around the bonfire.
from Christianity
and Paganism Combined
by Jeanne McCoy.

of
the walls are paintings
Upon
lays
These
characters from well-known P
.
of
are not works of art, but ra ther workS
love.
from The Little

CO'l'ner
Theatre

by Janice
Aunt Laura's anger is not often aroused, but when it is it compares to a summer
thunder shower. It comes up quickly and
quickly disappears.
from Aunt Laura
by Jean Link.
A small tousle-headed girl resembling
dancing sunlight as she darted about, and
a shadowy farmer's son peeking heSitantly
from beneath a broad expanse of straw.
from p'irst Love
by Betty M. Gulley.
If a dead skunk is found by the English teacher on his desk, one can be sure
that Tom discovered it, Dick killed it, and
Harry saw that it got on the desk.

from Friends Can Becom.e Habits
by Arlowa Schuyler.

Around

the

Kiser.

I was waving good-bye to an old world
and anticipating a new one.
from My Autobiography
by Charles A. Patterson.
The years rolled on, and I ro lled with
them on scooters, tricycles, and roller
skates.
from The Brat
by Elizabeth Bran.
She never gets very far with piling
her hair up on her head-usually
as far as
the front door.
from Sweet Sixteen
by Dorothy Newburg.
My parents just sent me to get an
education, not to learn.
from The Typical Classroom
by Betty M. Gulley.
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